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PARTICIPANT HANDOUT SHEET

My PhD ‘THE IMMORTAL NOW: Visualizing the Place Where Spirituality and Today’s Families Meet’ is a readable document broaching this topic and can be downloaded at:


It is also being published by December 2008 by VCM VERLAG, a German Academic Publisher. To be available on Amazon.com

Recommended Publication Resources

► ‘Your family and Mine ‘and teacher’s manual, being a Christian and an artist, Teaching drawing and painting by FLO-ART- Send an order to Flossie –for FLO-ART KIT @ $45 plus packing/shipping to the email above

► ‘Art and Soul’ considering contemporary Christian art (Peitsch’s) and spirituality,
Order online:'
‘enterartandsoul’ a low cost hybrid digital art exhibition for all settings, enquire of the artist, details in this handout

‘The arts’ is a universal language which allows entry into worlds often thought out of range for personal voice, communication and spiritual expression. Each culture excels in ‘other than text’ languages. This just needs to be recognized, learned and tapped.

Biblical images also serve as mediators. They link experience of the world and the self together with the experience of God, and the latter is interpreted within the context of the former.

(Bucknell Pg.41, The Iconoclastic Deity)

WORDHOUSE

John 14:6 I am the way, the truth, and the life.

By thinking beyond the predictable religious clichés and references, new associations free us to creatively reinvest in our religious longings and visual imaginations.

F. Peitsch, 2008
Visualizing God in the Bible

Images from the created world:

Light (Isaiah 60:19); water; wind; fire (Exodus 3:1ff / Exodus 13:21); rock (Genesis 49:24/Deuteronomy 32:4/Psalm 92:15); cloud (Exodus 13:21); dove; eagle; hen (Psalm 57:1); man; woman

Images from everyday life:

Mother (Isaiah 66:13); Father (Deuteronomy 32:6); visitor (Genesis 18:1ff); host; wrestler (Genesis 32:24); bread

Images of watchfulness and creation:

Landowner (Deuteronomy 1:8 / 2 Chronicles 7:20); gardener (John 15:1); potter (Isaiah 64:8); shepherd; judge (Genesis 18:25); king; architect and builder (Hebrews 11:10); Fortress (Psalm 18:2)

God as…

Still small voice (1 Kings 19:10-13); Wisdom (Proverbs/ also parts of Ecclesiastes); Word

Names for God…Lord of Hosts, Adoni, most High God, Jehovah, alpha and Omega, everlasting light, El Shaddai, father, lord of all the earth, God Almighty, lord creator, Pater, lord, Yahweh, everlasting Light, Elohim, Judge, Horn of my salvation, most High God, Lord Most High, I am.

God as revealed in Jesus:

Man; Word; Water; Bread; Way; Truth; Life; Lamb; High priest; Shepherd

God as revealed in the Holy Spirit

Wind; Like fire

God as revealed in the Revelation of Jesus Christ

Anthropomorphisms…God walks, eats, breathes, loves, weeps etc

Interestingly enough…God is never portrayed as an old man in Scripture. Human imagery of God in the biblical record describes him as Father, warrior, king, judge, etc…but never old.
ART AND SOUL

FLOSSIE PEITSCH

A Multi-authored monograph with contributions by Cresside Collette, Rosemary Crumlin, Megan Evans, Tony Fox, Peter Haffenden, Linda Macqueen, Mark Minchinton, Penny Mulvey, Patrick Negri, Neal Nuske, Thomas Peitsch, Claire Renkin, Maureen Ryan, Andrew Sibley, Russell Storer, Mike Stubbs and Val Webb.

And she does so from a Christian perspective, which is examined throughout the book. Using performance and installation art techniques – as well as traditional painting and drawing and women’s crafts of embroidery, tapestry and knitting – Flossie loses few opportunities to engage the imagination and creativity of those involved in the projects and also those who witness them.

This is an intriguing and richly illustrated book focused on the work of an extraordinarily vibrant and effective Australian artist who operates slightly outside the mainstream.

Canadian-born and now Melbourne-based, Flossie Peitsch is both a noted visual artist and a mother of six. She is also an active community artist who involves her family and hundreds of others in major art projects relating to Australia’s history and current ways of life.

And she does so from a Christian perspective, which is examined throughout the book. Using performance and installation art techniques – as well as traditional painting and drawing and women’s crafts of embroidery, tapestry and knitting – Flossie loses few opportunities to engage the imagination and creativity of those involved in the projects and also those who witness them.

This is an intriguing and richly illustrated book focused on the work of an extraordinarily vibrant and effective Australian artist who operates slightly outside the mainstream.

Image: All Fired Up, 2006
Photo: Jane Poynter
Proposal for 2009 Hybrid Exhibition for School Campuses throughout the USA, Canada and Australia

**enterartandsoul:**
Locating the Spiritual Self in Community Space and Place
Dr. Flossie Peitsch, PhD

**Statement of Exhibition**

There is a keen interest in spirituality today, a new search for meaning. As Tacey (2003, p.2) comments; “We are caught in a difficult moment in history, stuck between a secular system we have out grown and a religious system we cannot fully embrace. “ Clearly a spirituality exists that is no longer associated with religion. I believe the starting point for this spirituality is in the everyday. A microcosm of community, it exists in families and in family homes. This is where life’s ultimate questions seem to be answered – Who am I? Where am I? Why am I here?

**enterartandsoul** follows my own journey as an immigrant finding place and space in Australia. Being a mother, I also attempt to locate my children in the landscape. The soundscaped digital compositions of measure and movement deconstruct fixed references to the spiritual self and the immortal.

September 11th has increased a fear of other cultures. There has never been a better time to globally effect much more than tolerance but to search for common values, visions and discover a universal spirituality as transferred through community. Through art I explore the role of faith in building a harmonious multi-cultural society. I go beyond the obvious to seek art and soul.


**Exhibition Requirements**

**enterartandsoul** consists of several DVD movie-type creative productions as found on the DVD in the book of the same name. It is a flexible exhibition as it can be expanded or contracted as required. There are seven productions from which to choose. Four (4) are Fine Art based and three (3) are community-art based. Selected productions will work well in an intimate setting but also are very powerful as isolated pieces in a large space. A closed audio/visual campus...
system is suggested, but the DVD productions can be used as part of or following worship or incidentally as part of general campus life.

**Date of availability**

Currently available and ready for exhibition; can be exhibited at any number of schools at the same time.

**Considerations**

The exhibition consists of the data projections of the creative productions only.

**Associated Costs**

There would be no transport costs to the gallery, as the art is contained on DVD. The school would purchase the book ‘Art and Soul’ by Flossie Peitsch to access the DVD. A fee of $250 would allow the school a ‘leasing fee’ (reduced from $1,500) to use the DVD productions for unlimited presentation during a set period. This fee could be waved with application for special consideration-negotiable only if it would jeopardize the exhibition at your school/college.

**Artistic Clichés and Portraying the Divine**

What we accept in art is mostly pre-school level. By the end of primary school we would not sanction this level in any other subject area. It is well documented that untaught or pre-taught reading or writing, maths or science is progressed with instruction. But this concept is not completely accepted within the arts area. It is usual for teachers to offer various media experiences without expecting increased conceptual or perceptual intrigue (Riley 2007). This is not at all to infer that childrens’ art should be adult-like. But it should not be trite and undemanding even for a child.

It is currently inferred that almost everything that is produced in art or the arts is ‘praise worthy’. All outcomes are good because the child, or adult for that matter, is ‘expressing themselves’. It does not seem to matter how unartistic, predictable, boring, uncreative, or clichéd the results appear.

**Your Family and Mine** (Peitsch 1995) is a popular classroom resource designed to help teachers model innovative drawing and painting, devoid of clichés. It is a well-liked, tried and true classroom resource with a unique Christian slant. Order by email from Flossie Peitsch